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Tuners
The finest professional tuning equipment

V-SAM hand-held tuner.

Virtual Strobe soft case accessory.

Peterson offers a full line of professional grade
audible and stroboscopic visual tuners that is widely
respected throughout the music industry. The first
tuner to carry the Peterson name was developed more
than 50 years ago specifically for tuning organs.
Many original Model 150 and Model 200 audible
tuners from the 1950s and 60s can be found in organ
shops and some are still used regularly. Since 1974,
the Model 320 Seven Octave Audible Tuner has been
the choice of a great many pipe organ tuners. Its calibrated vernier control and 1/3 of one cent accuracy
throughout the full seven octave range allow tuning to
any pitch with precision.
The newest models are motorless, battery operated
hand-held tuners utilizing our patented “Virtual
Strobe TechnologyTM”. A Liquid Crystal Display and cutting-edge technology create an authentic, real-time
stroboscopic visual effect that is smooth and accurate
down to 0.1 cent of deviation. There has never been a
more precise, easier to use motorless tuner available at
any price.
Peterson’s VS-II Virtual Strobe TunerTM features a
built-in microphone; manual and automatic note
detection/selection; adjustable Concert A reference in
0.5 Hz increments; pitch offset adjustment in 1 cent or
0.1 cent increments; and an assortment of built-in historical tuning temperament standards as well as equal
temperament and a proprietary temperament for
tuning guitars. The historical temperaments include

Model 320

Pythagorean, Just Major, Quarter-Comma Mean Tone,
Kirnberger, Werkmeister, Young, and Kellner.
The V-SAMTM (for Virtual Strobe/Audio/Metronome)
model adds a feature-rich metronome; an audible ten
octave tone generator; adjustability to all key, tonal root
and temperament combinations; and memory for
user-defined custom temperaments. Both handheld
Virtual Strobe models weigh less than 1.2 pounds.
Our embroidered soft case with a shoulder strap is
a popular accessory with organbuilders.
Other tuners available include the AutoStrobeTM
490, 490-ST, and 590 single-wheel motorized strobe
models, the StroboStompTM Virtual Strobe Pedal Tuner
for guitarists, and the top-of-the-line SC-5000 IITM
twelve wheel strobe tuner. For more information
about Peterson tuners, please contact a customer
service representative or visit our tuner-specific
web sites, www.PetersonTuners.com and
www.StroboStomp.com.

